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From the Greek:

Theoria: Contemplation, Speculation,A looking at,
Things looked at.

Theoreo: I look at, I view, I consider, I examine.

Theoros: A Spectator



K. Michael Hays

“In theoretical discussions, architecture usually appears as an aesthetic and a technical 
solution to a problem, question and/or situation that is o�en neither aesthetic nor 
technological but rather ontological and historical. In other words, architecture engages 
the world in a much fuller way than representation. It engages it more than just making 
a picture of the world. It engages it ontologically. Architecture happens at the intersection
of history and ontology.”



Why does architecture need THEORY?
and why should you care?



What is ARCHITECTURE?
and how do we know it when we see it?



...using Socratic Method here...
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Embedded in this BIG question are narrower 
questions regarding:

Architecture’s ORIGINS, MEANING, ESSENCE, LIMITS,
and AESTHETICS.

Architecture’s relationship(s) to CULTURE, NATURE,
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SITE, THE CITY, and PEOPLE. 
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K. Michael Hays

“..architecture enables certain ways of thinking that are irreducible to other modes of thought.”

“�e world is a totality; it is an essential and essentially practical problem of theory to re-
articulate that totality, to produce the concepts that relate the architectral fact with the social, 
historical, and ideological subtexts from which it was never really separate to begin with.” 



In other words:



ARCHITECTURE has certain PROPERTIES and CAPACITIES
that enable it to be an autonomous discipline and
a professional practice; to influence and to be 
influenced by the world.



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY helps sort this out.



How?
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ARCHITECTURAL THEORY interrogates (problematizes)
architecture’s disciplinarity (Its history.Its codes 
and conventions. Its INTERNALITY. Its ontology) in the following
ways:

1) Prescriptively: It defines/articulates what 
architecture MUST, COULD, and/or SHOULD be/do.

2) Proscriptively: It defines/articulates what 
architecture MUST NOT, COULD NOT, and/or SHOULD 
NOT be/do.



Mark Wigley

“Architectural theory is about what architecture could, should, or should not do.”



...and it does this relative to its EXTERNAL 
conditions / influences (religion, philosophy, art, science, 
politics, the city, economics, etc.) in order to (re)define 
itself and/or those conditions. 



In other words:



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY proposes IDEAS about what
architecture IS (its Properties) and what architecture
DOES (its Capacities) as well as the means and methods
 by which it is what it is and does what it does.  



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY is NEVER NEUTRAL.



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY is skeptical and questioning.



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY negates (resists) and/or affirms
(resists the resistance of) the status quo;it seeks some 
kind of change.



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY has a CRITICAL impulse!



ARCHITECTURAL THEORY stakes out clear positions
through ARGUMENTS and POLEMICS.



At some level...YOU do this all the time.



BUT how well do you do it?



What is an argument?


